
Name:_______________________ Date:_______________________

Choose the correct letter to match up the text feature description.

Text Feature Match!
___ Heading

___ Illustration

___ Table of Contents

___ Diagram

___ Caption

___ Chart or Graph

___ List

___ Special Fonts

___ Glossary

___ Index 

___ Timeline

___ Map

A. Organizes dates on a line in chronological order

B. Represents information in a visual way

C. Picture or photograph with labels showing its parts

D. Tells where topics can be found in the text 

E. Provides definitions for certain words in the book

F. A drawing used to help readers visualize the text

G. Pieces of related information shown one below the other

H. Shows the location of something 

I. Words that are bold or underlined to show importance

J. A word or sentence that provides information about a photograph

K. Tells the main topic of a section of the book

L. Alphabetical list of topics and page numbers in the book
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